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Abstract

The development of correct OO distributed software is a
daunting task as soon as the distributed interactions are not
trivial. This is due to the inherent complexity of distributed
systems (latency, error recovery, etc.), leading to numerous
problems such as deadlocks, race conditions, and many dif-
ficulties in trying to detect and reproduce such error condi-
tions and debug them. The OO technology is ill-equipped to
deal with this dimension of the problem. On the other hand,
the willingness of mastering this complexity in the context
of telecommunication protocols gave birth to specific for-
mal verification and validation tools. The aim of this paper
is to explore how the underlying technology of these tools
could be made available to the designer of OO distributed
software. We propose a framework allowing the integra-
tion of formal verification and validation technology in a
seamless OO life-cycle based on UML, the Unified Model-
ing Language. From a UML model, this framework would
allow to conduct model checking activities as well as ran-
dom simulation and automatic test generation.

1. Introduction

It is now widely admitted [14] that only system devel-
opment based on “real-world” modeling is able to deal with
the complexity and the versatility of large software systems.
Once the idea of analyzing a system through modeling has
been accepted, there is little surprise that the object-oriented
(OO) approach is brought in, because its roots lie in Simula-
67, a language for simulation designed in the late 1960s,
and simulation basically relies on modeling. This is the un-
derlying rationale of the numerous object-oriented analysis
and design (OOAD) methods that have been documented
in the literature [22]. OOAD methods allow the same con-
ceptual framework (based on objects) to be used during the
whole software life cycle. This seamlessness should yield
considerable benefits in terms of flexibility and traceability.

These properties would translate to better quality software
systems (fewer defects and delays) that are much easier to
maintain because a requirement shift usually may be traced
easily down to the (object-oriented) code.

But today many such large software systems have ac-
quired a distributed nature. This distributed nature may be
either a constraint from the problem statement, or may be
introduced as the consequence of a design decision to han-
dle performance problems and/or fault tolerance. Frame-
works such as CORBA help in deploying distributed solu-
tions, but any experienced software engineer recognizes that
the design, implementation and maintenance of correct dis-
tributed software is still a very difficult exercise. Distributed
systems have indeed aninherentcomplexity resulting from
fundamental challenges such as latency of asynchronous
communications, error recovery, service partitioning and
load balancing. Furthermore, being intrinsically concur-
rent, distributed software faces race conditions, deadlock,
starvation problems, etc. This complexity is quite orthog-
onal to the programming-in-the-large problems addressed
by OO technology, including CORBA. There are currently
no approaches to deal with this aspect of the problem in an
OO context (see [20, 23] for a good overview on current
approaches at V&V for OO systems).

The nature of the complexity of distributed systems has
been widely explored in many academic (and other) circles
for several years. In the context of telecommunication pro-
tocols, the willingness of mastering this complexity gave
birth to the development of standardized formal description
techniques (FDT) and to a set of associated formal verifica-
tion and validation tools. Unfortunately, for several reasons
that we explore later in this paper, these tools usually cannot
be easily used in an integrated OO life-cycle.

The aim of this paper is to explore a way by which the
underlying technology of these formal verification and val-
idation tools could be made available to the designer of OO
distributed software. We start in section 2 by recalling what
the principles of formal verification and validation tools are,
and how they address the inherent complexity of distributed



systems. We then try to analyze why they are still seldom
used. Section 3 presents the most important aspects of the
Unified Modeling Language (UML) and explain how it re-
lates to formal description techniques. In section 4, building
on this analysis, we outline a tentative OO framework based
on the UML making possible the use of formal verification
and validation technology. We then show in section 5 how
the various formal verification and validation activities can
be conducted within our framework. Finally, we conclude
on the applicability of our approach for real size cases, and
on the perspectives of the integration of formal verification
and validation technology in the OO life-cycle.

2. Validation and Verification of Distributed
Software

2.1. A set of complementary formal techniques

Validation techniques vary widely in their forms and
their abilities, but they always need a formal description of
the distributed software system. They output data on prop-
erties of the system under consideration that can be viewed
with some confidence level. Basically, the designer may at-
tack his/her software by three complementary techniques.
We list here their advantages and major drawbacks:

• formal verification of properties: it gives a definite an-
swer about validity by formally checking that all pos-
sible executions of the specification of the distributed
software respect some properties (e.g. no deadlock).
But existing methods, such asmodel-checking, which
often imply the construction of the graph of all the
states the distributed system could reach, can only be
easily applied to the analysis of very simplified mod-
els of the considered problem [11]. Otherwise there is
a combinatory explosion of the number of states that
forbids such a brute force verification. This forces the
distributed software to be described at a high abstrac-
tion level, so its formal verification lets the problem
of property preservation during its refinement course
widely open. An alternative is to use on-the-fly model-
checking [5] or local model-checking [25] which may
avoid the construction of the complete graph.

• intensive simulation, using a simulated (and central-
ized) environment: it can deal with more refined mod-
els of the problem and can efficiently detect errors
(even tricky or unexpected ones) on a reasonable sub-
set of the possible system behaviors. Formally, it con-
sists in randomly walking the reachability graph of the
distributed software. The main difficulty is to formally
describe and simulate the execution environment. This
is generally simplified, because it would not be realis-

tic (nor interesting) to take into account all the param-
eters of a real system, such as the influence of message
size on transmission delays, or the exact operation du-
rations (which are not computable without execution).

• observation and testof an implementation: here, the
execution environment is a real one. But since there
is a lack of tools to observe a distributed system as a
whole, it will be difficult to actually validate the soft-
ware. Anyway, producing the test cases for the dis-
tributed system is a costly task that can be allieviated
only if one is able to automatically generate the tests
from a formal specification of the system and a set of
test purposes.

It appears that these approaches are more complemen-
tary than in competition, and that an advised project man-
ager would try to use them all. However this is hard in prac-
tice because the formalisms used in these various stages dif-
fer widely. Most of these techniques have been developed
in the context of the Formal Description Techniques (FDTs)
for protocols, where they have been successfully applied to
various toy and real problems.

2.2. An example of test generation tools: TGV

TGV is a prototype tool developed in collaboration by
the Pampa project of IRISA/INRIA Rennes and Verimag
Grenoble [7, 8, 17]. Its aim is to automatically generate test
cases for conformance testing of reactive systems, starting
from a formal specification of the system and test purposes
allowing to select test cases. These test cases are composed
of interaction sequences. An interaction is either an output
of the tester which is proposed to the implementation, or
an input which is an expected answer of the implementa-
tion according to its specification. Test cases also contain
timers which insure the finiteness of the test execution and
verdicts that are produced according to the conformance or
non-conformance of the implementation with respect to the
specification.

The principle of TGV is to compute a test case from
a specification of the system and a test purpose. A test
purpose characterizes an abstract property that the system
should have and that one wants to test. It is formalized
by a finite automaton labelled with some interactions of the
specification and it is used to select a test case from all pos-
sible behaviours of the specification. The specification must
be given in a language whose operational semantics allows
the set of possible behaviors of the specification to be rep-
resented by a transition system. This transition system is
either explicit or implicit. If it is explicit, it is previously
computed by a simulation tool which takes as an entry the
specification and computes its possible behaviors. The gen-
erated graph is then translated into a format accepted by



TGV. Since testing only considers traces of observable in-
teractions, internal actions are discarded and the graph is
determinized. The resulting graph represents the observable
behaviours of the specification on which the main algorithm
of TGV can be applied.

On-the-fly generationallows TGV to handle very large
and even infinite state graphs. The principle (see Figure 1)
is to compute a test case while constructing, in a lazy strat-
egy, a part of the graph which is necessary for the test case
computation. In order to be applicable, TGV must be pro-
vided with some basic functions for the graph construction,
to respectively compute the initial global state, the fireable
transitions, the new global state reached from a previous
global state by firing a transition, and functions to compare
global states and store them in memory.

API: init, fireable, compare

API: init, fireable, compare API: init, fireable, compare

abstraction

Simulator

functions for the traversal

TGV_OPEN: traversal of the synchronous product
and test case synthesis

determination of the test purpose

Test case

Compiler

Test purpose

Specification

ObjectGeode, Caesar

SDL, LOTOS

Figure 1. Structure of TGV

Taking into account the test architectureis an impor-
tant capability of TGV. Testers often face the problem that
they do not directly communicate with the implementation
under test because it might be embedded into a complex
system. This is the case for usual testing architectures in
the context of communication protocols. An implementa-
tion is often accessible only through a dedicated service, as
in the so-called “remote test method” where the tester com-
municates asynchronously with the implementation.

The consequence is a loss of control and observation on
the implementation which should be taken into account for
correct test generation. Our approach is to include a model
of the architecture in the specification by adding one or sev-
eral processes and to apply TGV on this modified specifi-
cation. This produces tests for conformance of the imple-
mentation in its environment against the specification in a
model of the environment. The drawback could be twofold:
the state explosion problem, and the fact that tests would
concern the complete modified specification. But this is par-
tially reduced in TGV by on-the-fly test generation and by
the fact that TGV allows the user to select tests using test
purposes focussed on the sole specification under test.

2.3. Difficulties in using FDTs

It is very disappointing to see that formal validation
based on standard FDTs (such as SDL [4], Estelle [13] and
Lotos [12]) never acceded to a widespread use in the indus-
try, despite excellent results on most of the pilot projects
where it has been used [18]. While the interest of formal
techniques is widely acknowledged (at least in the context
of mission-critical distributed software), their use is still de-
ferred for various reasons:

• their learning curve is steep, because they rely on non-
trivial formalisms and unusual syntaxes and semantics,

• they require the analysis to be much more accurate in
the early stages (which is not necessarily a bad thing,
but it is a matter of facts that few projects are prepared
to pay the additional cost early),

• and there is a lack of integration of this promising tech-
nology in widely used software development methods
and life-cycles.

In our experience, this last point is probably the most
important one. Because standard FDTs lack basic support
for modern software engineering principles, it is extremely
clumsy to try to use them as implementation languages for
real, large scale distributed applications. Furthermore, be-
ing fully formal implies that FDTs are based on a close
world assumption, making them awkward to deal with the
open nature of many distributed softwares: specifiers be-
come prisoners of the FDTs underlying semantics choices.
For example, all FDTs force a given communication seman-
tics (multi rendez-vous for Lotos, FIFO for Estelle) upon
the user, who has to painfully reconstruct the set of com-
munication semantics needed for a given distributed system
starting from the FDTs one, sometimes with a high perfor-
mance cost (Estelle FIFO between protocol layers are diffi-
cult to circumvent for instance).

Using FDTs validation technology thus imposes a model
rupture in the usual life-cycle: the formal model for the
validation has to be built and maintained separately from
the analysis and design model (expressed in e.g., OMT
or UML). For example, this implies that formal validation
technology may be used during the maintenance phase of a
system only after a costly reverse engineering effort. Each
time you make a modification in your distributed software,
you have to propagate it to the separate model described
with your formal description technique, and start all over
again your formal validation, which is quite impracticable
in the real world. Since the maintenance phase cost for
large, long-live systems can represent up to 3 or 4 times its
initial development cost, this is not a good point for FDTs.
As a consequence, formal validation rarely passes the stage
of an annex (and more or less toy) task which gets low pri-
ority and low budget.



3. The Unified Modeling Language

3.1. UML: a step towards formal OO notation

On the one hand, FDTs often are not really adequate
for expressing all parts of a design. On the other hand,
the various notations used by OO modeling methods have
a stronger expressive power, but their semantics are not so
well defined, making direct application of formal verifica-
tions impossible. Moreover methods such as the Booch [3]
method, OMT [24] or OOSE [15], which were the most
influential during the design of UML, each have their own
notation and process (the process is the way a project is con-
ducted following a method.) Although the corresponding
notations do share many concepts, the way those common
concepts are represented slightly varies depending on which
notation is used, which can be a real problem for communi-
cation between people trained to different notations.

UML addresses both issues: first, it is a standard no-
tation that can be the support for effective communication
of designs. It is also a formally defined OO modeling lan-
guage: indeed, UML relies upon ameta-model[1] which is
formally defined (at least partially), while still offering the
flexibility needed to model real, large scale systems.

The UML is the result of the convergenceof several nota-
tions used by popular object-oriented methods. The Booch
method, OMT and OOSE were the most influential during
the design of UML. Initially based on a merge of the Booch
and OMT notations, UML was progressively enriched with
ideas coming from many other contributors (see Figure 2)
and is now an OMG standard.

Booch’91

Booch’93

OMT-1

OMT-2other methods

UML 0.8 OOSE

contributions

UML 1.0

UML 1.1 (OMG UML 1.0)

UML 0.91

Figure 2. History of the UML

The UML defines several kinds of diagrams that provide
a particular view of a system being modelized. The follow-
ing sections explain some important aspects of the UML
notation. A more complete introduction can be found in [9].

3.2. Static structure diagrams

Class diagramsshow the type of objects present in the
system and the static relationships among them. The most
important static relationships are:

• associations, which represent relationships between in-
stances of classes. For example in Figure 3, an opera-
tor controlsa device. Association ends have a cardinal-
ity (e.g. one operator controls zero or more devices),
and may be decorated by an arrowhead to express nav-
igability in a given direction (e.g. the operator knows
about devices through the controls association.)

• generalizations, which represent the “is-a” relation-
ships between classes.

Device

start()
stop()

Operator
<<Actor>>

0..*1 0..*1

controls

Figure 3. UML class diagram

Classes are represented as boxes divided into three parts:

• the name compartment

• the attribute compartment

• the operation compartment

Package diagramscan be used to structure the model of
a big project into smaller parts, to improve the modularity
of the design. Packages can contain any kind of model-
ing elements, even diagrams. In the context of our simple
example, we may have a first package which contains the
description of devices (in terms of classes, state diagrams
and so on) and a second one which contains the description
of operators. The fact that an operator knows about devices
through itscontrolsassociation is directly translated into a
dependency between the two packages on Figure 4.

OperatorStuff DeviceStuff

Figure 4. UML package diagram



3.3. Behavior diagrams

Sequence diagramsdescribe an interaction between a
set of objects collaborating to achieve an operation. The
messages exchanged during the interaction explicitly ap-
pear on the diagram in Figure˜refSequenceDiagram. Objects
participating in the collaboration are laid out along the hor-
izontal axis, while the vertical axis represents time.

:operator

stop

:Device

start

time

Figure 5. UML sequence diagram

Collaboration diagrams provide another view of object
interactions. Contrary to sequence diagrams, time is not a
represented by a separate axis. Instead, the collaborating
objects are shown with the relationships that play a role in
the collaboration (which means collaboration diagrams look
like class diagrams.) Messages are placed on the relevant
relationships, and are decorated with a sequence number to
replace the missing time axis.

:operator

:Device
controls

1: start()
2: stop()

Figure 6. UML collaboration diagram

Statechart diagramsdescribe the evolution of an object
over its life time. Figure 7 represents the statechart corre-
sponding to the Device class. Figure 7 indicates that a de-
vice enters theidlestate when it is initialized (the solid filled
circle is the default entry), and then can be toggled fromidle
to activeusing thestart andstopmethods respectively.

3.4. Component and deployment diagrams

A component in UML represents a physical module rep-
resenting the implementation of a part of the system. Ob-
jects contained in a component provide its realization.

Idle

Active

start stop

Figure 7. UML statechart diagram of the De-
vice class

Deployment diagramsshow how components of a sys-
tem are distributed at run-time. The run-time environment
is composed of a set ofnodesconnected bylinks represent-
ing the physical connection between nodes. Components
are then assigned to nodes according to the configuration
(deployment) chosen by the system developper.

TCP/IP

Operator Node Remote Site

dependency

Operator Console device component

:device:operator

Figure 8. UML deployment diagram

4. Bringing validation in the OO life-cycle

4.1. An integrated OO life-cycle

OOAD methods along with an OO implementation al-
low the same conceptual framework (based on objects) to
be used during the whole software life cycle.

It should be stressed that the boundaries between analy-
sis, design and implementation are not rigid. We advocate
for extending this seamless OO development process to also
encompass validation, not as a post facto task (as promoted
in the classical vision of the waterfall or the V-model of
the life-cycle), but as anintegratedactivity within the OO
development process, as shown in Figure 9 where dashed
arrows represent feedback from validation results. The key
point in implementing this idea is to rely on the sound tech-
nological basis that has been developed in the context of
formal validation based on FDTs, and to make it available



to the OO designer through a dedicated framework. Our
proposal is based onUMLAUT, a tool that can manipulate
the UML representation of the system being designed.

Formal validation usually takes place on a separate sim-
ulation model of the system. This different model must be
updated (and revalidated) each time the model is changed,
which is both costly and error prone. Using UMLAUT, the
properties of the system that are relevant to the validation
are automatically exposed by directly processing its UML
representation. This is possible because the UML notation
has a well defined semantics, contrary to its predecessors.
An equivalent UML model can be automatically produced
that explicitly shows the protocol entities involved in asyn-
chronous communications and the new system states that
result from those communications.

UML Design Model

Implementation

Test Results

Validation Results

Model checking

Simulation

UML Analysis Model

Problem

TGV Graph API

Validation Code

Test Generation
Test Cases

Testing

Validation Framework

UMLAUT/VALOODS

Figure 9. OO Life Cycle

Once the UML model has been appropriately modi-
fied so as to fit in our validation framework called VAL-
OODS (VALidation of Object Oriented Distributed Soft-
ware), UMLAUT can proceed to the validation of the UML
design. The VALOODS framework offers the possibility
to walk through the graph of accessible states of the dis-
tributed system (accessibility graph). Concretely, it defines
an abstract interface for walking through the accessibility
graph. We can then conduct model checking, intensive sim-
ulation, or test cases generation by plugging the appropriate
“validation engine” in the framework.

UMLAUT then generates the validation code corre-
sponding to the modified UML model. This code can be
compiled to a model checking executable, or to an intensive
simulation executable. It can also be interfaced with sophis-
ticated validation toolbox such as CADP [6]. The informa-
tion available through the reactive objects makes it possible
to build a transition graph of the system suitable for CADP.
The API that CADP uses to build such a graph can easily
be derived from the interface to reactive objects within our

framework, and hence is provided by the generated code.
UMLAUT uses CDIF (CASE Data Interchange Format)

as its exchange format when communicating with other
parts of the development environment, which ensures in-
teroperability and independence from CASE tool vendors.
Therefore UMLAUT can become a part of the development
environment while preserving the investment represented
by the other tools already used in the project. As a side ef-
fect, UMLAUT can output its modifications as a CDIF file
that can be imported in any CASE tool supporting this for-
mat, to see how the original UML model was transformed.

4.2. The VALOODS Validation framework for OO
Distributed Software

We now outline the principle of the VALOODS frame-
work. Its purpose is to be a testbed for OO designs of dis-
tributed software. The UMLAUT tool described in the fol-
lowing section is dedicated to putting UML models into a
form suitable for the application of formal validation tech-
nology within the VALOODS framework.

ACTIVABLE

activable() : BOOLEAN
action()

EVENT

PROTOCOL_ENTITY

send_down(m : MESSAGE)
send_up(m : MESSAGE)
receive(e : EVENT)

1

1

lower_layer

1

protocol_stack

upper_layer1

receives

MESSAGE forwards

PORT

0..*

1

0..*

1queues/unqueues

1

1

1 peer

1
{ordered}

Figure 10. UML class diagram of VALOODS

The framework consists of a collection of classes (see
Figure 10) together with many patterns of collaboration
among instances of these classes. It provides a model of
interaction among several objects that belong to classes de-
fined by the framework. The basic abstractions in VAL-
OODS are:

• Pro-active objects, that inherit from the class AC-
TIVABLE and must define the methodsactivableand
action. Pro-active objects would be run in parallel,
using an interleaving semantics for their actions (the
methodactionbeing atomic).



• Protocol entities, that inherit from the class PRO-
TOCOL ENTITY and represent any object that may
communicate through the network. Protocol entities
must define the methodreceive (e : EVENT)to handle
events, which can be either asynchronous messages,
signals, or notifications of a timer expiration. Mes-
sages can be forwarded to the upper or lower layer
of the protocol stack using the methodsendup or
senddown, respectively.

• The network interfaces (modeled through the class
PORT), which are a special kind of PROTO-
COL ENTITY (hence the generalization relationship
between the two classes) that plays the role of the bot-
tom layer of a protocol stack. PORTS are also pro-
active object: theaction method can be called to en-
queue messages received from its peer to pass them
to the upper layer. By callingactionat arbitrary mo-
ments, it becomes possible to test the effect of network
latency.

The idea of VALOODS is that any class that interacts
with a remote site in the distributed system must be a sub-
class of PROTOCOLENTITY, and will use a subclass of
PORT for its remote communications. PORTS are coming
in several flavors (that is, subclasses) in the VALOODS li-
brary. This is to model the various addressing schemes and
quality of services (e.g. reliable, unreliable, etc.) available
to the designer of a distributed software.

Once the complete OO distributed software design has
been implemented in this framework, we get an accurate
formal representation of the behavior of the distributed soft-
ware as a whole. Furthermore we get the reversibility for
free: if the design needs to be changed, it is easy to validate
it again in the VALOODS framework. We no longer have
to separately maintain a model of the distributed application
for formal validation purposes and the application itself.

4.3. Making a UML model fit into the framework:
the UMLAUT tool

Now let us see how the companion tool of VALOODS,
called UMLAUT, transforms the original UML model into
a new one suitable for validation, where pro-active objects,
protocol entities, and network interfaces appear explicitly.

The starting point of the transformation is to determine
which entities may interact with another one on a remote
site. This information is provided by the deployment dia-
gram. The deployment diagram of the UML model indeed
shows the physical location of each component in the deliv-
ered distributed system and the relationships among them.

Based on this information, the transformations are car-
ried out for both the static and dynamic views of the original
UML model.

4.3.1 Static model transformations

The first step is to make the VALOODS framework avail-
able within the model to be modified. This can be done by
importing all VALOODS definition in the model (in a spe-
cific package for example.)

Then each class whose instances may communicate
through the network is considered as the top-level layer of a
protocol stack, and modifications are made according to the
following rules:

• UMLAUT first adds a generalization (inheritance) re-
lationship between each class that can have asyn-
chronous communications with remote sites and the
PROTOCOLENTITY class, making them explicit
heirs of PROTOCOLENTITY (see Figure 11.)

• classes stereotyped as<<actor>> are also made heirs
of ACTIVABLE, so that the behavior of the actor can
be activated on demand through theactionmethod.

• Since network communication are handled by in-
stances of the PORT class, aprotocol stacklink is es-
tablished between each instance of the class represent-
ing the upper layer and an instance of PORT (playing
the role of the lower layer). Related PORT are con-
nected by apeerlink along which messages are sent.

PROTOCOL_ENTITY

send_down()
send_up()
receive()

ACTIVABLE

activable()
action()

Operator
<<Actor>> Device

s tart()
s top()1 0..*1 0..*

controls

Figure 11. Transformed UML class diagram

Objects of the ACTIVABLE class provide a set of stim-
uli to exercise the dynamic properties of the system. An
activable object is just an heir of the abstract class AC-
TIVABLE, which features an entry point calledactionthat
may be called from time to time by, e.g., a scheduler or a
transition-graph builder, provided that the methodactivable
returns true. This way, a validation engine can call theac-
tion operation of any of the relevant objects in order to ar-
bitrary test the system, simulating users’ actions or network
interfaces’ behavior.



4.3.2 Dynamic model transformations

The first step is to find all occurences of method invocation
between objects on different nodes. Since the caller and
the target objects now both inherit from the ProtocolEn-
tity class, we will redirect method invocations by sending
an appropriate message through thesenddownoperation.
Method invocations are to be found on state transition dia-
grams, where they appear as the result of firing a transition.

For each call-site, we replace the direct invocation by
the construction of an appropriate message which is then
sent to the lower part of the protocol stack usingsenddown.
Figure 12 shows how a simple call todevice.start()initiated
by the operator is actually transformed.

 / pdu := new MESSAGE (s tart, device)

 / send_down (pdu)

 ^device.s tart

Figure 12. A call to device.start

The second step is to produce the state transition dia-
gram corresponding to thereceivemethod ofReactiveob-
jects, which is the “engine” of the automaton associated to
protocol entities. It fires transitions (i.e. calls the relevant
method) depending on both the received event type and the
state in which the object is when thereceivemethod is in-
vocated. The implementation of such a method thus needs a
double dispatch operation that has several well-known im-
plementation methods (see e.g. theStatedesign pattern
from [10]).

4.4. Generation of validation code

To be able to apply validation techniques to the trans-
formed UML model, this model has to be made executable.
UMLAUT is also in charge of generating the code once
all the necessary transformations have been realized. This
is done by walking through the connected graph stored in
UMLAUT in the form of instances of UML Meta-Model
classes. The principle is very similar to the generation of
implementation code as can be performed by various CASE
tools, except that the code is produced specifically for vali-
dation purposes.

UMLAUT is written in the Eiffel [21] language. We
also have chosen Eiffel as the output produced by UM-
LAUT when it generates code. An important feature of

Eiffel is its builtin support for assertions. Hence the valid-
ity constraints defined on the model and the pre- and post-
conditions directly map to Eiffel assertions whose violation
can be trapped by the Eiffel execution environment.

The mapping between transitions of the UML dynamic
model and methods of an OO language such as Eiffel is
obtained according to the following rules:

• the events triggering the transitions become the names
of the methods.

• the starting state, plus optional conditions on the event
parameters or other conditions on local variables, can
be specified in a precondition attached to the method
definition.

• the arrival state can be specified in a postcondition.

• the method body must be implemented in such a way
that it guarantees the post-condition. If the body only
consists of simple actions, these actions can be di-
rectly written on the transition labelled by the method
name. When the body is more complicated, it can be
described by a sub-machine that is executed when the
transition is fired (execution of a sub-machine is shown
by entering a state representing this sub-machine.)

Below is the Eiffel code implementing the Device class
whose statechart was given in Figure 7. Since there were
only two states, a simple boolean attribute was used.

Pre-conditions and post-conditions are expressed with
therequireandensurekeywords respectively.

class DEVICE
creation

make
feature

is_active : BOOLEAN -- state

make is
is_active := FALSE
-- default transition

end -- make

start is
require

device_is_idle : not is_active
do

is_active := TRUE
ensure

device_is_active : is_active
end -- start

stop is
require

device_is_active : is_active
do

is_active := FALSE
ensure

device_is_idle : not is_active
end -- stop

end -- DEVICE



5. Applying validation techniques to the UML
model

Within the VALOODS framework, a validation process
may be carried on a seamless way. Since our system can
now be compiled to a reactive program offering a set of
transitions (guarded by activation conditions) located in the
activable objects, we have many opportunities to apply the
basic technologies that have been developed in the context
of FDT based formal validation.

5.1. Model-checking

If we want to try the model-checking road, we can use
a driver setting the system in its initial state and then con-
structing its reachability graph by exploring all the possible
paths allowed by activable transitions. The only problem
is to be able to externalize the relevant global state (made
of the states of the various objects in the system, plus the
state of the communication queues). We basically solve this
problem by leveraging the Memento pattern [10].

The main drawback of this approach is that global state
manipulations (comparison, insertion in the table, etc.) are
then very costly operations that could compromise large
scale model-checking.

5.2. Intensive Simulation

For larger systems, an intensive simulation (randomly
following paths in the reachability graph) would probably
be a more fruitful avenue. Running such a simulation in-
volves the use of a scheduler object implementing a redefin-
able scheduling policy among the activable transitions (e.g.,
random selection).

It is also possible to observe the system, using an ob-
server, as in Veda [16]. An observer is a program which
permits to catch and analyze informations about execution.
It can see every interaction exchanged in the system, and
also every internal state of a module.

A protocol sequencing error is detected as a precondi-
tion violation on the observer (such an error is detected e.g.
when the PORT corrupts data). The execution environment
then allows the user to precisely locate and delimit the re-
sponsibility of the error, by providing him with anexception
history traceincluding a readable dump of the call stack.

Ideally, when the scheduler has driven the system into
such a faulty state, it should be possible to transpose the
trace (which may not be easy to read) into an equivalent
UML interaction diagram (a sequence diagram or a collab-
oration diagram) representing the critical scenario. This in-
teraction diagram could even be integrated in the original

UML model of the system for documentation purposes, pro-
viding the designer with a diagnosis of the problem in the
notation that they are familiar with. This feedback allows
for correction of the UML design so as to solve the prob-
lem, as outlined in Figure 9 where dashed arrows represent
feedback.

5.3. Test generation with TGV

TGV was first developed in the context of conformance
testing of telecommunication protocols. So it is based on
standard languages of the domain and thus is applicable to
specifications written in SDL [4] or LOTOS [12] and can
produce test cases in the TTCN language. Nevertheless, it
is relatively independent of any language because it manip-
ulates common models like automata and ”transition sys-
tems” which are used to represent the possible behaviours
of specifications, test purposes and test cases.

The output of TGV is a test case which is given by a
graph in an ad hoc format. We can translate this test case
into TTCN. In the context of telecommunication protocols,
it is important to make this translation as TTCN is the de
facto standard for writing test cases. Translating our test
cases in another format is quite easy. For example, we can
envisage to translate test cases into C code.

On-the-fly generation has already been applied success-
fully in the context of LOTOS specifications using the
CADP toolbox from Verimag [6]. In the context of SDL
specifications we have also applied on-the-fly generation
using an open version of the ObjectGEODE simulator from
Verilog [2] which offers an API with state graph construc-
tion functions as described above. In this case some li-
braries of CADP are also used for graph storage. VAL-
OODS is currently being improved to provide the API re-
quired by TGV.

The VALOODS framework should also allow automatic
generation of tests to catch improper behavior of an im-
plementation with respect to its specification requirements.
Indeed, all the necessary information is accessible from
within the framework, as mentionned in section 4. The role
of VALOODS/UMLAUT is then that of a bridge between
TGV and the UML model of the system being designed.

TGV is very efficient because its algorithms are based on
efficient algorithms coming from the model-based verifica-
tion domain. In this domain, there are algorithms whose
purpose is to check that a specification satisfies a prop-
erty given by a logic formula or by an automaton. Some
algorithms are based on traversal of the state graph. If
the property is not satisfied, some tools provide a diagno-
sis sequence. The algorithm of TGV adapts this principle.
Searching a sequence of the specification which satisfies the
test purpose can be seen as producing a sequence that char-
acterizes the non satisfaction of the negation of this test pur-



pose. In fact, it is more complicated as we don’t produce
a single sequence but a set of sequences i.e. a sub-graph.
Very efficient algorithms exist for doing this, and in partic-
ular those which perform ”on-the-fly” verification are well
adapted for ”on-the-fly” generation of test cases.

6. Conclusion and future work

We have shown the interest and feasibility of integrat-
ing formal verification and validation techniques in an es-
tablished OO life-cycle for the construction of correct OO
distributed software systems. We have described how a con-
tinuous validation framework can be set up to go smoothly
from the OO analysis to the OO implementation of a val-
idated distributed system. This approach is not limited to
simple problems: the intensive simulation techniques have
already been used on real OO systems, e.g., the implemen-
tation of a parallel SMDS server where it allowed to detect
non trivial problems at early stages of the life-cycle [19].

Future work will consist in consolidating and ex-
tending VALOODS to deal with higher level interac-
tions between distributed objects (e.g. in the context of
CORBA.) Once UMLAUT/VALOODS is a truly usable val-
idation framework, we will make it widely available (see
http://www.irisa.fr/pampa/UMLAUT/).
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